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In the 18th century, economic experiments with paper money emerged in full force out of the
more advanced economies of that time. Initially crude, naïve and highly dangerous, the
phenomenon of inconvertible paper continued to wreak havoc in more recent centuries and is
once again threatening to implode, proving that the lessons of history are hard to note over the
siren call of cost-less money production.Money Dethroned – A Journey through Ashes is the
second book in the series, and follows in the footsteps of Richard F. Burton – a 19th century
British spy and explorer visiting many societies in, or on the verge of, economic upheaval of
various sorts, and who also documented African glass bead monies well enough to have been
referenced in the first book. Combining Burton’s observations with contemporary 18th- and 19th
century sources, the book serves as a timely warning what may await, should discipline in
upholding whatever integrity is left in the monetary system, continue to falter.

'A profound and highly original assessment of monetary policy and its inseparable connection to
the rule of law, a key principal of economic freedom. This is a great read, carefully researched
with telling quotes from top policy makers. It dissects tough monetary problems into easy-to-
understand pieces – objectives, instruments, targets, and models. It candidly describes political
pressures on the Fed with hard evidence from past to present. It creatively uses the great ideas
of Hayek, Friedman, and Buchanan to confront the weaker scholarship of today. Most ominously,
it warns that Fed is once again expanding its reach and thereby threatening the rule of law.' John
Taylor, Mary and Robert Raymond Professor of Economics at Stanford University'Like Hayek,
Friedman, and Buchanan before them, Boettke, Salter, and Smith argue convincingly for
fundamental changes in institutional design that, by enforcing rules over discretion in monetary
policymaking, will help restore economic prosperity and the smooth functioning of our liberal
democratic system. Anyone with a serious interest in using economics to improve the lives of all
Americans should read this book.' Peter Ireland, Professor of Economics at Boston College‘This
book … couldn't have arrived at a better time … important for all readers hoping to preserve
good governance, promote shared prosperity, and limit expropriation by those who would exploit
democratic institutions.’ Lee Ohanian, University of California, Los Angeles'This book is required
reading for anyone concerned about monetary policymakers’ management of the COVID 19
economic crisis and, especially, their lack of attention to the long-term impacts of their
historically dramatic monetary policy changes.' William F. Ford, President of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Atlanta from 1980–83‘The authors provide a very much needed road map for returning
to a disciplined monetary system for the remainder of the 21st century.’ Jerry Jordan, President
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland from 1992 to 2003‘Many economists rightly advocate
the rule of law, and allocation by markets rather than by expert central planners, as the key to



economic development. Too few apply these principles to monetary institutions. Boettke, Smith,
and Salter offer an insightful alternative. They diagnose the serious problems with the
management of our money by central bankers who exercise discretion unconstrained by the rule
of law. And they point the way toward much better arrangements. Highly recommended.’
Lawrence H. White, Professor of Economics at George Mason University‘A well-researched,
well-written, highly-readable gem. By weaving the technical, philosophical, institutional,
historical, and empirical aspects of money tightly together with the thread of economic
principles, they are able to present money in a new light - the light of the rule of law. With that,
the authors masterfully show why virtually every idea in vogue today has been tried before and
why each has failed time and time again.’ Steve H. Hanke, Johns Hopkins UniversityJohns
Hopkins University‘With inflation on the rise, political tensions on high, and congressional
dysfunction in Washington, DC, what should we expect from our central bankers and monetary
institutions? How can we get monetary policies that will benefit the economy? A new book
tackles these questions with vivid historical examples and surprisingly uncommon
'commonsense' economics. Money and the Rule of Law by Peter Boettke, Alexander Salter and
Daniel Smith discusses the difficulties of central banking, especially when decisions are made
according to subjective discretion rather than stable, predictable rules.’ Thomas L. Hogan,
Discourse (Business & Economics) --This text refers to the paperback edition.Book
DescriptionA novel argument that shows how rules work better than discretion when
implementing monetary policy. --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorPeter
J. Boettke is a University Professor of Economics and Philosophy at George Mason University,
Director of the F. A. Hayek Program for Advanced Study in Philosophy, Politics, and Economics,
and BB&T Professor for the Study of Capitalism at the Mercatus Center at George Mason
University.Alexander William Salter is an associate professor of economics in the Rawls College
of Business at Texas Tech University and the Comparative Economics Research Fellow at TTU's
Free Market Institute.Daniel J. Smith is an associate professor of economics in the Jones
College of Business at Middle Tennessee State University and the Director of the Political
Economy Research Institute. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Read more
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Money Dethroned– A Journey through AshesEmil Sandstedt"You defiled your sanctuaries with
your many sins and your dishonest trade. So I brought fire out from within you, and it consumed
you. I reduced you to ashes on the ground in the sight of all who were watching."- Ezekiel 28:18:
A Message for Tyre’s King.ContentsPrefaceA Short Introduction to Paper MoneyThe Journey1.
Something Awakens in the Orient2. John Law and Early Troubles in France3. Assignats, or
“Cette fois c'est différent”4. Britain on the Brink5. Fallacies in the Latin Monetary Union6. Silver in
“The Land of the Sun”7. A Thousand and One Monies in the Ottoman Empire8. Economic
Serfdom in Imperial Russia9. Two Quests in Africa10. Paper Money of the Colonies11.
Greenbacks, or “We’re coming, Father Abram”12. Consulships in Old Portuguese Dominions13.
Cycles of Corruption in Austria-HungaryThe EndBibliographyPrefaceThe tale of early paper
money is in one sense a tale of Innocence Lost – or at the very least that of a tale full of real
monsters, as opposed to imaginary ones under the beds of frightened children. Although not
strictly of paper, the phenomenon was first documented two millennia ago in Imperial China
under the strict totalitarianism of Qin Emperor Shih Huang Ti.[1] The Emperor, having sacrificed
his rare and beautiful white stag for the purpose of money production out of its skin, tried to have
the new notes circulate as a medium of exchange. Initially deemed unforgeable, this money
failed in the end, and for that reason alone is the experiment not well-known.As the now
forgotten edicts of the Chinese Emperor revealed, the phenomenon of cost-less money
production has also always been intrinsically linked to power, and specifically to the asymmetry
of it. This was well represented millennia later when another Emperor – Francis II of Austria-
Hungary – had a secret edict sent out to the cities of his realm. It was to be opened by state
officials at five o’clock in the morning, on the 15th of March, 1811. Before sunrise, throngs of
hopefuls and cynics, of hardworking artisans and merchants and of ordinary people who wanted
little else than years of peace and good harvests, crowded the places of public announcements.
They hung on to each and every word of what was a crucial decision about the very medium
utilized by Civilization to stave off starvation. The edict revealed what many had already known:
they were slaves under the money chosen, not by them but for them, and a life’s back-breaking
work was only to be rewarded with needless poverty and hunger. Or as 19th century Yale
professor William Graham Sumner found the situation when investigating that affair: “The fate of
the beggar had befallen them in a night.”[2]Money Dethroned – A Journey through Ashes dusts
off more or less forgotten, century-old texts, where long gone authors bring up the very same
issues of, and arguments about, money and economy, that you can read in any newspaper
editorial or op-ed today. The zeitgeist of ominous monetary tinkering or over issuance has not
died, but merely slumbers, and is from time to time awakened in nations that ought to welcome it
the least. It latches on to the money, and can from such an all-reaching vehicle unleash its
destructive force in fullness on everyone participating in the peaceful collaboration we call the
division of labor.
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first documented two millennia ago in Imperial China under the strict totalitarianism of Qin
Emperor Shih Huang Ti.[1] The Emperor, having sacrificed his rare and beautiful white stag for
the purpose of money production out of its skin, tried to have the new notes circulate as a
medium of exchange. Initially deemed unforgeable, this money failed in the end, and for that
reason alone is the experiment not well-known.As the now forgotten edicts of the Chinese
Emperor revealed, the phenomenon of cost-less money production has also always been
intrinsically linked to power, and specifically to the asymmetry of it. This was well represented
millennia later when another Emperor – Francis II of Austria-Hungary – had a secret edict sent
out to the cities of his realm. It was to be opened by state officials at five o’clock in the morning,
on the 15th of March, 1811. Before sunrise, throngs of hopefuls and cynics, of hardworking
artisans and merchants and of ordinary people who wanted little else than years of peace and
good harvests, crowded the places of public announcements. They hung on to each and every
word of what was a crucial decision about the very medium utilized by Civilization to stave off
starvation. The edict revealed what many had already known: they were slaves under the money
chosen, not by them but for them, and a life’s back-breaking work was only to be rewarded with
needless poverty and hunger. Or as 19th century Yale professor William Graham Sumner found
the situation when investigating that affair: “The fate of the beggar had befallen them in a
night.”[2]Money Dethroned – A Journey through Ashes dusts off more or less forgotten, century-
old texts, where long gone authors bring up the very same issues of, and arguments about,
money and economy, that you can read in any newspaper editorial or op-ed today. The zeitgeist
of ominous monetary tinkering or over issuance has not died, but merely slumbers, and is from
time to time awakened in nations that ought to welcome it the least. It latches on to the money,
and can from such an all-reaching vehicle unleash its destructive force in fullness on everyone
participating in the peaceful collaboration we call the division of labor.I am staunchly convinced
that paper money’s supposed shortcut to bountiful economic harvests in reality is long and
perilous, and if the historical excerpts in this book teach the reader anything, it is the full validity
of this claim. Sumner – the professor – clarified that one objective of his was to leave the
historical facts to tell their own story without comment; it “[…] succeeded so far that many



persons who do not believe that financial laws vary with the period, the climate, or the continent,
read them with interest, and drew the inference of which it seemed important that we should all
be convinced”[3]. I share this goal. The inference mentioned, highlighted in the pages that follow,
is that the attempts at escaping the economic reality of a laborious process of money production
is indicative of a deep desire within humans to obtain something for nothing – which is why, I
argue, such attempts were so often repeated throughout our history and eventually imposed
also on those not succumbing to the follies.Just as its prequel Money Dethroned – A Historical
Journey followed the medieval explorer Ibn Battúta on his many travels, Money Dethroned – A
Journey through Ashes stalks in the light footsteps of Richard F. Burton – a complex 19th century
British spy and explorer visiting many societies in, or on the verge of, economic upheaval of
various sorts, and who also documented African glass bead monies well enough to have been
referenced in the first book[4]. Burton’s keen interest in the world, and his excellent knowledge of
languages, made him a natural traveler who contributed much to our conquest of the Terra
Incognita. He became the first European to rest his eyes on the great lakes in Tanganyika, one of
the first to dangerously complete a full Hajj to Mecca under clever disguise, and, perhaps as
definite proof of his love of learning, one of the few people to have purchased a great number of
monkeys for the sole purpose of mastering their language. We owe much of what is known about
Burton's life and journeys to the work The Life of Captain Sir Richard F. Burton, written and
compiled in two volumes by his wife, Isabel Burton, partly after his death. Her book is the
annotation of Richard's own words up until 1861, the first 40 years of his life.Finally, before we
delve into the sad but fascinating eyewitness accounts and annals of mismanaged monies, I
want to extend a thanks to Oskar Sandstedt and Ben Kaufman – both of whom have provided
me with invaluable help and input, for this work and others. Let future observers look more kindly
on those that in whatever form resisted harmful and authoritarian monetary doctrines.Emil
SandstedtA Short Introduction to Paper MoneyPaper money and its modern and more
complicated digitized cousins are the monetary norm today. This may seem completely natural
to many, yet it is a great aberration from a historical point of view. The shapes and forms of
monies have constantly evolved, starting from economic goods such as cattle, beads or
seashells, only to progress into lumps of various metals, and then into more or less standardized
metallic coinage.[5] Certain economic dynamics had the monetary systems slowly shift to a
dualistic nature, of coins as well as paper representations of said coins, and it is from such mere
claims on money deposits that our current monetary system finds itself derived.Depository
ReceiptsThe emergence of money substitutes such as paper occurs naturally and organically,
and is initially the result of individuals seeking to minimize their own costs related to economic
exchange. In other words, notes representing money are not inherently bad or fraudulent, but the
corruption often slowly finds its way to the substitutes on account of the properties of the money
it seeks to represent. 17th century English merchants, as one example, deposited bullion and
coinage in the Mint in the Tower, under the guardianship of the Crown.[6] Gold- and silver smiths
were also sought out due to a sophisticated physical and legal infrastructure of secure storage of



wealth. The smiths, initially for a fee, took deposits from their clients, and in return issued
redeemable notes representing the deposits. So for a small fee, a depositor could sleep perhaps
a bit better at night, knowing that his or her true wealth was in strong, competent hands. Such
depository notes eventually became standardized and impersonal.
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representing the deposits. So for a small fee, a depositor could sleep perhaps a bit better at
night, knowing that his or her true wealth was in strong, competent hands. Such depository
notes eventually became standardized and impersonal.If that had been the end of the
evolutionary story of money, this book would not have been written. But the world, it turns out, is
full of schismatic events such as wars and revolutions, where the centers of safe deposits attract
the eyes of the King in dire need of money for his estates, of the General in dire need of money
for provisions and payments to his soldiers, or of the Parliamentarian in dire need of money for
the urgent implementation of social programs. The English merchants found out that their
guardian also guards his own interests; Charles I, strapped for cash for various reasons,
confiscated all their bullion and coinage. The confidence in the royal honor gone, the merchants
stored silver and gold at home, meaning a danger now emerged in the form of petty thieves,
including house clerks. Even the smiths started to over issue the amount of depository notes for
the purpose of lending, and instead of charging fees for deposits they could offer an interest rate
on them. The smiths had become bankers.Once deemed relatively safe, the deposited money –
not very apt to be prudently and easily moved to safer jurisdictions or guardians – now became
an easy target for governments and bandits. Notes, once fully redeemable under the august
promises of issuers, had their redeemability severed, leaving their holders poorer. The British
Pound, once representing a full pound of silver, today trades at a near infinite discount as no
holder is entitled to the silver anymore. This fall in value has not been the result of it having
mystically evaporated into thin air, but of continuous, century-long confiscations through
centrally controlled devaluations in various forms. The notes, no longer representing a claim on
deposits, today simply function as irredeemable legal tender notes, and only from the names of
the hundreds of scattered currency units are traces left of what great value they once held.While
paper money now has been imposed on the free market by force, they function under the same
economic laws as older monies. Like gold and silver, irredeemable paper is purely a medium of
exchange whose adoption as such is tied strictly to its superior saleableness, or minimization of
economic costs if you will. This saleableness has through legislation been artificially increased,
while the saleableness of other monies have decreased in a similar fashion. Ben Kaufman[7]
has written about this relationship, and makes the case that mandated paper money can and
should be viewed through the same Mengerian saleableness framework as other monies. The
reader can be the judge of all that, and of the suitability of paper money in general. But no matter
his or her final judgement, it is an inescapable fact backed by an abundance of historical
instances of over issuance, that any money that can be mass produced will eventually be mass
produced, resulting in a shocking decrease in saleableness and consequently value.Asymmetric
PowerIt may now be evident that the loss of purchasing power due to excessive paper issuance
stems from the state of disproportionate power over the money production itself. In other words,
it has to do with the monopoly on money. Sumner, the economist mentioned earlier, made this
very point as many economies around him were awash with depreciated paper:The apparent
cases of legislative interference with value are cases in point. Subsidiary coins are a case of



monopoly, and the problem of their management is to limit the supply to the demand of the
community for said coins at their nominal value. Paper money is a case of monopoly. The
problem of its value, which has troubled so many writers, is to hold the supply at or below the
demand of the community for money to do its business with at par with coin. If the supply of
paper dollars is made to exceed the number of gold dollars which the country would need, they
will no longer hold a value equal to the value of a gold dollar each. (Sumner, Bimetallism, 1879,
p. 560)This asymmetric relationship – the ability to simply transfer wealth from holders of money
to issuers of money – has been picked up on by totalitarians everywhere. Karl Marx was among
the scores of thinkers who understood this, as is evident from the second chapter of his and
Engels’ manifesto[8]. In more recent days, a watered down version of the exact same idea is
represented in the daily operations manuals of central banks everywhere. It cannot have
escaped many that prices have continuously increased over the decades, meaning wealth has
been siphoned from holders of money, to the government, under the guise of necessity.In fact,
monetary matters are arguably worse today than at many points in history. The medieval despot
could issue harsh edicts in attempts to enforce the re-minting of coinage – often a prerequisite
for the royal mint to both take the conventional fee but also to dilute the gold- or silver contents
and pocket the difference. But he had no tool to simply cause the already circulating gold- and
silver coins to be automatically diluted, or to become worthless altogether, should his edicts go
unheeded. The economic destruction he could cause was of course nothing to be scoffed at, but
a pure gold coin well-hidden could have vast uses at a later point in time, or in another, less
repressive locality.As such coins were exchanged for bank notes, the situation changed. By
having a monopoly on violence, the government could enforce its monetary edicts more
efficiently by simply seizing, or threatening to seize, the assets now conveniently centralized at
the depository banks unless they complied with whatever new, clever scheme that urgently
needed to be set in motion. The government could sever the full redeemability, causing certain
issued notes, unlike metallic coinage, to be perfectly worthless. More often than not,
redeemability was only partially revoked, and the holder of a bank note could sometimes get
back most of his deposits in gold or silver, and in other times only a small fraction.Today, even
this partial redeemability is gone, and the gold in the vaults of the central banks no longer
belongs to any individual; the shining bars belong to "the people”, meaning never the correct
individuals by any ethical standard. Notes issued, together with their digital representations, can
therefore be severely impacted by decisions taken by authorities – a phenomenon sporadically
rearing its ugly head for all to see every time worthless notes end up littering the streets of cities
in all corners of the world. This monetary master-slave relationship built up over centuries has
solidified, not only in economic reality, but in the minds of citizens who mostly don’t mind – no,
who often demand – to have their savings fully controlled by, and devalued by, strangers.The
Journey1. Something Awakens in the OrientBefore turning to the many journeys of Richard
Burton, it is necessary to start the whole monetary investigation at a place which he, in fact,
never ventured to – the true Orient of his time, meaning China and Japan. As mentioned in this



book’s preface, it was in China that the beast of irredeemable paper currency may be said to
have first awakened, and the world has been haunted by it ever since.The Chinese AttemptsAs
early as the 8th century A.D, the Chinese Tang dynasty first mismanaged its economy by
banning silk money while embracing copper coins and paper money. After the Tang fell in the
10th century, a number of smaller states soon consolidated into the Song dynasty, which today
is famous for ushering what some deem the first ever Industrial Revolution. Free market policies
and strong property rights came to an end, however, when progressive reformer Wang Anshi –
still celebrated by the Chinese Communist Party – took office as Prime Minister in 1069. Peter St.
Onge[9] has researched this episode of Chinese history, and concluded that the monetary
mismanagement played a large role in the later downfall.Under the New Policies, Wang Anshi
seized much of the means of production while issuing price controls – including on labor. After
also having taken control of the nation’s source of money production, he quadrupled the issue of
copper coins and debased them, while paper claims on now State-monopolized commodity
production were vigorously issued. As the government under Wang Anshi emphasized that the
value of the paper was grounded not in its full redeemability to commodities, but in its ability to
cancel future tax payments, full backing was soon no longer considered a necessity. The money
of the nation, in other words, morphed into debased coinage and “fiat” paper, while
simultaneously the production of the latter had turned industrial with the help of new wood-block
printing technology. The purchasing power of the copper coinage fell enough as to have the
government legislate against the private melting of coins into household utensils. This monetary
mismanagement resulted in what was perhaps the first ever recorded monetary crisis attributed
to the overprinting of money. By 1107, one type of Song currency was recorded as having traded
at a 90% discount to nominal value, and when it was replaced by a new note, that one fell 90%
further. With resulting hyperinflation and economic decline, the Song lost half of its empire to the
much less powerful Jurchen steppe tribes, known later as the Jin dynasty. The Song regrouped
in the south under anti-Wang emperor Gaozong, and for a while they returned to sounder money.
That changed after Gaozong’s passing.The Jin dynasty in the north, after having imitated the
paper money of the land, later resolved its own problems with it by simply issuing more, and it
soon found itself in the same trap as the people it so recently had been busy conquering. So
after yet another expensive war against the (now southern) Song, the paper currencies of both
nations started to deteriorate. Gordon Tullock, who mapped all these events in an article
published in The Economic History Review, mentions some of these monetary dealings:In 1215
a new [Jin] issue of notes was printed and circulation of copper coins was prohibited. There was
also a brief, unsuccessful experiment in price controls. The new issue of notes depreciated so
rapidly that by 1216 they were worth less than 1 per cent of their face value. In 1217 these notes
were converted into a new issue at the rate of 1,000 to one. In 1222 this issue was again
converted at the rate of 800 to one which was its current ‘black market’ value. By the following
year the new note had fallen to less than one per cent of its face value. (Tullock, 1957, p.
400)The Jin soon fell to the Mongols, and the fate of the Song dynasty was sealed as well,



through similar edicts concerning paper money production, with resulting debasements of
society, defense and economy. St. Onge refers to sources detailing multiple defections of large
Song landowners to the Mongols, precisely because of the injustice caused by economic
policies. These Mongols, however, despite entertaining the idea of slaughtering all Chinese to
convert the whole land to pastures for the benefit of their valuable livestock, instead used them
as workers and adopted their paper money accordingly. Gordon Tullock summarized:
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Oskar, “Monetary debasement - a worldwide phenomenon. The book is introduced with a
succinct summary on the state of mind responsible for so much suffering throughout
history:"[T]he attempts at escaping the economic reality of a laborious process of money
production is indicative of a deep desire within humans to obtain something for nothing ..."This
desire can be fulfilled with ease when paper money production is exclusively in the hands of a
central authority, be that a despot or a group of elected representatives. The form of governance
seems to matter not as much as the economic or political reality that eventually and repeatedly
pushes nations into upheaval, justifying the ever louder whirring and clattering of the printing
presses.We get to follow a rather remarkable figure, Sir Richard Francis Burton, whose
adventures and expeditions led to some important observations on monetary goods, especially
glass bead monies in Africa. Many nations and societies that Burton visited are now also studied
in the book through a monetary lens, detailing what seems to be a cautionary tale of monetary
tinkering and debasement.When given the tools and authority to print money with ease, it
appears few can resist the temptation over time. This rings true even today, but perhaps we can
learn something from the colorful accounts given in this book.”

asmund paulsen, “#kudos for a timely reminder ... .. that it is too soon to tell if "this time it's
different" with regards to current money printing - and that "quantitative easing" is just one in a
long row of labels that have been used”

The book by Emil Sandstedt has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 6 people have provided feedback.
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